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ABSTRACT:
To the lover tender touch is the priority. Warm reception is the priority expected by the guest. Mother gives priority to the
ailing child. Live together gives top priority to the career only, not to the bastards. For bastards there is orphan house looked
after by the government. These unfortunate human babes do not get mother’s affection. They become unruly and prodigal.
They are the headache of the society thereby nation at large. Thus live together is not illegal,
it is immoral. Immorality is
the priority to a careerist who is always selfish.
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INTRODUCTION
Creative writing is based more on manifestation rather
than on expression. It does not inform rather reveals, so it
bears no reference. The best creative writing is critical, and
the best critical writing is creative. The present article is
the outcome of creative writing meant for lay readers. As
such free style is the methodology adopted so that the
pleasure of reading can be enjoyed by the common mass.
As you know well that, Francis Bacon (1561-1626), the
immortal writer, wrote many essays, and notably “Of
Love”, “Of Friendship”, “Of Ambition”, “Of Studies”, etc. The
myriad-minded genius rightly pointed out that all the
words of the dictionary can be the themes of essays one
can write. But little has been done, in this regard since his
death, in order to finish his unfinished monumental works.
In fact Bacon's way of presentation and his unique style
kindled imagination and inspired me to write essays, in the
light of creative writing, thus to get relief through
Catharsis.

ARTICLE
Priority is the state of being first in time, place, or rank. It
implies preference. It is the privilege of preferential
treatment. It is something that ought to be considered,
dealt with, in the earlier stage of proceedings.
Priority is a thing that is registered as more important
than others. It is a high or top place among various things
to be done. It is the right to have or do something before
others. It is the right to proceed before other traffic.
Priority is the fact or condition of being earlier or
antecedent. It is the state or quality of being earlier in time,
occurrence, etc. It is precedence in time, order,
importance, rank, privilege, etc. It is an interest having
prior claim to consideration.
Priority is the right to take precedence in obtaining certain

supplies, services, facilities, etc., especially during a
shortage.It is a right to precedence over others in
obtaining, buying, or doing something. It is an order
granting this, as in an emergency. It is something to be
given prior attention.
Getting priority is a warm feeling. Everybody wants it. But
all does not get it. Only a VIP enjoys it. Also beautiful face
always gets such chance everywhere and avails it
accordingly. Lust of physical attraction accelerates it. This
special status causes superiority complex to the receiver. A
fool becomes captive of pride. A wise enjoys it, but
seldom expresses it. He who offers priority and obliges the
receiver, gets the priority back later on as either
reciprocation or demand. It is one kind of investment
thinking future return.
Priority is all everything. It determines the rise and fall of
someone. Also intellect of a person can be judged from his
priority thus fixed upon something or some person for a
particular point of time. Someonecan be identified
regarding his status right or wrong. A judicious person
gives priority sequentially and wins everywhere. A fool, on
the other hand, gives top priority on the less prior thing
and less priority to top most prior events to be done at
once. Thus it loses both ways. It places right man in the
wrong place and wrong man in the right place rendering
the total project quite frustrated.
Human life is always changing. Priority will also change
accordingly, as is believed by one school of thought. But
this doctrine seems to be wrong. Situation may change, but
priority will remain unchanged to realise the objective. To
realise objective strategy may change. It may be changed
as per demand of the situation. But aim must be fixed. One
must realise his ambition by hook or by crook.However,
through priority along with strategy a judicious person
achieves desired goal.
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Child will play. Student must read. Youth must work. Old
will take rest. Theses are the priorities of human being in
different stages of life. These sequences are to be
maintained properly for the full blooming of human soul. If
a student plays instead of study then he will fail in the
examination. With this failure he will fail utterly in every
sphere of life. If a person ignores this routine of life then
misfortune dogs the person till he breadths his last.

REFERENCES
No reference, since the present article is an outcome
of Creative Writing.

A judicious person always fixes priority before taking any
action. The learned knows that strike the iron when it is
hot. At that moment the hot iron can be shaped as per
desire and demand as well. Man experiences prior events.
Also man practises priority. Thus man faces priority in
different forms and features having different dimension
and degree as well.
One must decide what his priorities are. You have got your
priorities all wrong or back to front. Housework is low on
her list of priorities. Improved housing is a top priority.
The government gave top priority to reforming the legal
system. The search for a new vaccine took priority over all
other medical research. Priority cases such as homeless
families get dealt with first. I have or take priority over you
because I have worked here longer. Vehicles coming from
the right have priority. Prioritizing your work can help
reduce stress.The girl has priority over the boy in her
claim. Rescue operations were given top priority during
the floods.
Different persons differ with their different priorities.
Priority differs as the life advances. VIP gets priority every
where in every ages. During flood and fire rescue is the
priority. A child may disobey. It may drown in the water.
Someone may rebuke such a drowning child for disobeying
instead of rescuing first. If the child is not rescued first
considering its priority then it will die.
To the lover tender touch is the priority. Warm reception
is the priority expected by the guest. Mother gives
priority to the ailing child. Live together gives top priority
to the career only, not to the bastards. For bastards there is
orphan house looked after by the government. These
unfortunate human babes do not get mother’s affection.
They become unruly and prodigal. They are the headache
of the society thereby nation at large. Thus live together is
not illegal,
it is immoral. Immorality is the priority to a
careerist who is always selfish.

CONCLUSION
Such a selfish giant is either dangerously brilliant or
brilliantly dangerous or both simultaneously. To such a
careerist fast life is the priority. Mere enjoyment having no
bondage is all and everything. They contend that life is
only for once. As such they want to drink life to the lees.
They live for enjoyment. They dream for enjoyment. They
cannot think anything without any enjoyment. They are
ready to die even for enjoyment. Enjoyment is the priority
of such a crazy soul.
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